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Hello Milcer,

tific way of knowing, the psychology
tends to shift from selling SECRETS
to selling time.

This month we dive into creating
and selling a STAND ALONE $37 to
$67 product that can also work as an
OTO.

That’ll make more sense in a minute.
Now, nothing is black and white.

The SAME foundation will be used
for a $97 product. I’ll show you a
$97 OTO based on this formula that
works for me.

I know of sales letters that sold $1,000
to $5,000 products based on CURIOSITY. That requires a market where
the demand for information greatly
exceeds the supply.

You will discover:

For the most part, you’re going to
SHIFT your psychology.

* A simple $97 OTO model ANYONE
can follow, including YOU! (And you
can create in a few hours)

Last month, we talked about a donefor-you OTO 1. You can do checklists,
templates, done-for-you whatever.
The idea is people want someone
else to do the work for them.

* How I used bullet points to sell
a$1,000 product (and the 1 KEY ingredient it had that my lower-priced
products don’t)

All they want is the RESULT.

* A complete A to Z Formula breakdown of a $65 sales page you can
model easily.

The more you can do that, the more
they’ll pay. The more you can do the
thinking and work for people, the
happier they’ll be.

* The psychology of $5,000+ sales
* The psychology of $100+ sales

I want to dive into this deeper because it influences anything you sell.
You need an understanding of this to
put together the most attractive offers you can.

* How to generate cash BEFORE you
create the product
The REASON I’m writing this Dispatch is largely so you understand
the PSYCHOLOGY, although we’ll get
down to specifics also.

The big promise and overall idea or
concept you’re offering or selling has
a huge impact on sales.

So the last part will cover SPECIFICS.
Relax. I’ll get to it.

Instead of talking about this in theory, we’ll look at it in terms of our own
Fast Trackers.

Most people don’t understand the
PSYCHOLOGY between lower priced
products and higher priced.

This is a new learning curve for all of
you.

We can sell SECRETS products up to
say $100 and even $200 on curiosity.
At some point, and there’s no scien-

For the most part, you’ve been working probably 3 months to do some
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let points, write sales page with said
bullet points. Write or record product
based on bullet points.

research and write a bullet-point
sales page.
You’ve been through a learning curve
and learned how to write 4 U’s headlines based on the awaionline formula: Ultra Specific, Urgent, Useful,
Unique.

The DOING of it isn’t easy as it’s a
learning curve. It’s as easy as I can
possibly make it. But it’s still a learning curve. Fortunately, you get it
ONCE and you usually have it for
LIFE.

You’ve learned how to research great
bullet points.

You should be able to write bullet
points and 4 U’s headlines the rest of
your life.

You’ve learned how to write ‘em up
Gary Halbert style.
You’ve learned how to write your
sales page based on the template at
attractsalesnow.com/template.

The bottom line is, most people have
challenges confronting the ACTIONS
and ACTIVITY it takes to produce RESULTS.

You’ve learned how to create a product based on bullet points.

They have BILLS. They have health
challenges. They have financial pressures.

I’ve posted in the Facebook group
multiple examples of great Facebook ads written using mostly bullet
points.

If I sold a higher end program, say
$5,000 or $8,000 or $10,000, AND I
had a team that would do the research, write the bullet points, create
the sales page and write up the product, it would probably be an easy sell.

You’ve learned how that oftentimes
you can pick out your best bullet
point and use it as a headline.
So you’ve come a long ways.

Does that make sense.

But still, you’re working on your research, bullet points, sales page or
product.

DIY _________________________________
_____ DFY
Do it yourself is on the left. Done for
you is on the right.

You can SEE why “done-for-you”
appeals to people. Now, I gave you
URL’s for online programs / services
that will write your bullet points or
headlines by plugging in your info.
You can read the past dispatches if
you overlooked those.

In the end, all people want is the RESULT. And that is why they buy DFY
– Done For You.
Most people want to lose weight
without going to the gym or without
cutting out bread, sweets, cheese pizza, nachos, bacon, eggs or anything
else.

Those are a form of done for you.
But what I want you to see is our process is SIMPLE. Research, write bul3

They want the pill.
THIS is why we can SELL.
In essence, we do PART or all of the work for people and make it FASTER and
EASIER for them to get the results.
The more SHORTCUTS we give them, the more they’re usually willing to pay.
So I have a $1,000 product I sold DIRECT from a sales page called Action Grid.
Action Grid included a LOT of done for you stuff. Here are a few examples:
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Here’s A Summary:
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But wait, there’s more:

There was more but you get the idea.
There were pre-recorded audios, real life example pop-up windows, pre-formatted labels, checklists, templates.
Literally everything we could think of to do for them.
Some of you bought that product. It was a big product.
NO ONE sells $1,000 products using sales pages. But if the product were relevant today, I could STILL sell it using the sales page.
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Why?

someone would do for you!

Because it was a very enticing done
for you. A HUGE time saver.

THAT is why you know people will
buy it.

Interestingly enough, the sales page
itself was largely constructed of bullet points. We might dig into this in a
future Dispatch.

You wish the HECK someone would
just give you the easy button and
you’d pay through the nose for it just
to have the RESULT without the hassle, or TIME SUCK.

Here’s the INSIGHT I want you to get.

Especially the time suck.

Almost every single Fast Track member is under what?

But also the money. You need the
money NOW not later. Well, that’s
like 95% of the WORLD.

TIME PRESSURE.
No one has enough time.

You’re not unique or special in that
regard.

Everyone has the pressure of bills.

So can you see the OPPORTUNITY
you have?

Everyone has other activities.
Everyone has family issues, health
issues, these issues, that issues.

To give others what they dream of
the most – an EASY button.

We want the EASY BUTTON.
We all feel like, “Crap, why do I have
to learn all this or do all this. Can’t I
just push a button and get the result? All I want is the money coming
in. I don’t want to have to fuss with
research, sales pages, bullet points,
products, affiliates, traffic! Don’t you
get it? All I want is the MONEY!”

NOW, WHERE DO YOU SIT ON THE
DIY VS. DFY LINE?
This is where the rubber meets the
road.

AND THIS IS WHY THERE IS
ALWAYS OPPORTUNITY

DIY _____________________________ DFY
On the left side, you teach people.
That is largely what I do.
On the right side, you do it for them.
You sell services. If you have the ability to hire, train and manage people
or outsourcers, that can be very lucrative.

Do you see the light?
One way to look at it is this: You do
for OTHERS what you WISH the heck
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they more they’ll buy. The more
they’re thinking about what they
have to DO, the LESS they’ll buy!

Extremely lucrative.
But you need to be able to manage
people and processes. And you need
control of accounting so you net a
profit.

Interestingly enough, people who
are really freaking good at phone
sales sell coaching for up to $100,000
WITHOUT done for you!

But you CAN do very simple done for
you like I did in Action Grid where we
don’t provide a SERVICE.

How?
Because they are really, really skilled
at the above.

We just provide things we CREATE.
Templates. Checklists. And that sort
of thing. As many TIME SAVERS as
you can think of. People eat that up.
They love it.

Ted McGrath does it. I don’t think
you get any “done for you” in his
coaching program unless you’re
spending $100k or $200k.

Here’s the thing: The more you walk
down the “done-for-you” line, the
more you can be blamed if people
“try it” and it doesn’t work.

Over $2,000 you’re typically looking
at phone sales. And it’s a very specific
system and method. And a lot of skill
is involved if you’re going to sell it
WITHOUT “done for you.”

Unfortunately, most people’s idea of
“I tried it” is somewhere between a
very modest effort and just pathetic.
lol.

Phone sales that involves a LOT of
“done for you” is pretty easy in comparison.

When you start charging $5,000 and
more and doing stuff for people, the
more you’ll blamed if they don’t get
the result.

THE QUICK CASH GENERATOR

The way big tickets are sold on the
phone is this:
You find the pain people are in.

So you’re struggling for money and
You promise the end result they want wondering where it will come from.
(no pain).
One way is to offer done for you services. Or create products that have
And you only briefly describe the
tons of done for you stuff in them.
HOW.
These can be sold for up to $2,000
with the right pitch.

This is how big tickets are sold. Why?
People want the RESULT! The more
they’re thinking about the RESULT,

We’ll discuss that in the future.
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For now, what I want you to know is. Only YOU can decide where you want
to be on this line:
DIF ___________________________ DFY
I personally dislike going too far down the DFY line. But I loved the way we
did it with Action Grid. Boy, it was a lot of work. But we did sell quite a bit of
it.
We also included a lot of done for you templates and things in Design Dashboard at a cheap price. But we were able to sell the lights out.

BUT MARLON, DONE FOR YOU DOESN’T APPLY TO ME
Well, there is no niche where people don’t want the RESULTS without the
effort. Now maybe you can’t legally or morally promise results without effort.
But you CAN do certain things for people.
Like figure things out for people.
Or provide flowcharts, checklists, interviews, how to’s, step-by-step guides,
cheat sheets, practice exercises, examples, case studies, shortcuts.
For example, on an EFT product, I bought videos showing actual therapy sessions. That was fantastic.
I think I also bought a seminar with different presenters covering applications in different areas.
Sometimes you just have to use your creativity.

MOVING ON TO SPECIFICS
OK enough theory.
What I like to do is find good models.
Sometimes I use my OWN models.
Sometimes I use models from others.
Here’s a pretty darned good for a $65 sales page:
https://marlonsanders.com/secrets
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Here are some of the bullet points:

Here is the FORMULA:
1. Story opening
 his could be your typical 4 U’s headline and a problem-agitate-solve
T
opening. Or simply elaborating on the promise of the headline.
But I chose a story opening as it was a great hook.
2. Bullet points video
 hat you don’t see is the bullet points video. I need to fix the page. Our
W
video doesn’t play anymore. I need to find a different video player. We
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used to use JW Player but since this was the only site we used it on, I discontinued it.
This is an old HTML page. I need to get it in Wordpress so I can use the Thrive
Architect video player. Here’s what the video looks like.

And here’s a link to it if you want to listen to it.
The reason I recorded the bullet points was I felt some people would rather
listen or watch than read.
3. Bullet Points
I listed the bullet points in addition to the video. There are a LOT of bullet
points, and they’re pretty juicy.
4. Answer Objections
•
•
•
•

Does this apply to MY business?
Will I learn anything new or is it a rehash?
How much money will these secrets require me to spend?
How quickly could I see results?

 hose are 4 key questions or objections people have. They’re common with
T
information products.
5. Why I’m Sharing The Secrets
Then I answer the question of why I’m sharing the secrets.
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6. What They Get
I go through the 4 modules.
7. Benefits Summary
I summarize 7 benefits.
8. Price Justification

What Would It Be Worth To You If You Could
Borrow, Apply and Deploy the Cream of The
Crop Secrets I’ve Learned From Some of the
Brightest and Best Marketers On The Planet?
Here’s how I build the value:
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See, what you want to do is BUILD
UP the value for your offer. This is
called PERCEIVED VALUE.

ideas you get, I’ll refund every penny.”
 he LENGTH of your guarantee is
T
important.

When you read offers and watch
pitches, the thing you want to do is
pay attention to HOW they build up
value.

 n Warriorplus I’ve gone to a shortO
er guarantee as some of those people are fund happy.

9. Bonuses

 ut in most marketers, you can
B
do 30 and 60-day guarantees. On
Clickbank 60 days is standard.

I know people want FAST results, so
I have a 3-minute results method.

11. Call To Action

I know people want PASSIVE income, so I added a passive income
video.

 n this one, I offered a choice of
O
3 product variations. Usually, just
one option is enough.

 hen I added a quickstart training
T
which is always popular, and is usu12. Final Objection Answering
ally a webinar.
In the PS, I answered one more obThose are 3 killer bonus ideas that
jection:
can be applied to about anything.
You just have to apply your creativity.

The most common questions you
likely have are, “ Will I actually USE
these secrets in MY business or
Now, if you’re selling something
where PASSIVE or FAST doesn’t ap- endeavor? It’s different? Plus,
ply, THEN put your thinking cap on. what if I get distracted, forget about
them, move onto other things and
What DOES work?
neglect to implement them?
What DOES apply?

YOU CAN USE THAT TEMPLATE
FOR ANY “SECRETS” PRODUCT

10. Guarantee
 ou try to dress up your guaranY
tee so it sounds really unusual and
bold. Like I had an outrageous
$1,000 guarantee. I think some of
the copy must have been omitted on this version of the letter I’m
looking at as I don’t even see an
explanation.

It’s a GREAT template.
Now, to get $65, you have to be able
to build enough VALUE. In this case,
the value argument or value build,
the premise, was really strong.

 ormally, I might say something
N
like “If you don’t agree you could
make an extra $1,000 from the

But overall, this is a GREAT sales page
template.
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A SIMPLE $97 OTO MODEL
ANYONE CAN CREATE – INCLUDING YOU!
There are themes and variations.
Sometimes you break up the bullet points into MODULES.
Here’s a $97 OTO that has performed well for me:
https://infoprofitsbiz.com/overwhelm

Notice the 3 steps at the top. That helps people understand they’re going to
reach the login after the OTO.
There’s a short intro:
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What I do in the sales page is go through each MODULE with bullet points
for each:
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Then we simply close. You can’t see the order button because it’s dynamically generated by Thrivecart.
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But Marlon, I don’t HAVE 5 Modules!
Well, guess what?
Neither did I!
You can generate CASH before you create the product by selling it as a webinar series.
That’s what we covered in Month 1 of Fast Track on how to do Masterclasses.
We used the Produce Promote letter as an example. But it’s kind of fancy.
you can use the OTO format above.
Or here is my ORIGINAL sales page for Overhwhelm Cure:
https://marlonsnews.com/overwhelm/
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BUT MARLON, I DON’T HAVE WEBINAR SOFTWARE,
OR I’M SCARED TO DO ONE
The thing about this business is learning to solve problems.
If you read the letter above, you’ll see I did NOT offer LIVE webinars. What I
offered was 1 NEW MODULE per week!
I didn’t even do it live.
Now in that sales letter I did some high-powered credibility stuff. You may
not have that sort of thing. Remember, I sold it originally for $400 or $500 (I
forget).
So I needed more firepower.
The bullet points ONLY OTO version sells it very well for $97, and has also sold
it for $197.

THEY KEY THAT MADE THIS PRODUCT EVERGREEN
Here’s the key on this one.
I went to GraphicRiver.net and bought a nice Power Point template. There
are zillions of them on the web. Just make sure they’re ok for commercial
use.
The templates made the slides look a LOT fancier but took a minimum of
time as the designs were already done.
They have Keynote and PowerPoint templates. Here’s a link to the PowerPoint templates
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You can see that I used a TON of the templates. And here’s the thing about
this.
It makes for a really professional product you can sell for YEARS if it’s an evergreen topic.
It’s really worth all the extra effort.
And honestly, using the templates isn’t even that much work. It’s just hunkering down a little and doing it.
This is something MOST people won’t do. And a lot of people don’t even
know how to do.
And I must say, the new templates are pretty slick.

THE FUTURE COMETH
Power Points and slides still work.
You can get fancy and add a webcam and your video onto the presentation
using Camtasia, Screenflow or Open Broadcast Studio.
That’s the current vogue.
But one step beyond this, products are headed toward actual VIDEO. To be
honest, this is a step up the learning curve.
You can shoot video using a smart phone and a tripod if you have good lighting. LED lights are available on Amazon and take up less room than lightboxes.
I understand you probably aren’t comfortable doing video.
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But the young generation grew up
on video.

The pitch video at the top is very pro,
so that’s one reason it works. Ted is
masterful on video.

It IS the wave of the future, like it or
not.

But this Youtube / Facebook generation, they do love their video.

You know Darwin didn’t say the
smartest species survived. Or the
strongest or the fastest.

Interestingly enough, Facebook ads
often do better with smart phone
video that doesn’t look pro. But it
seems like pro pitch videos do better,
although I haven’t tested it.

He said the species that adapt to
CHANGE.
It’s not always an easy thing to do.

This IS the future we’re headed towards.

ONE LAST EXAMPLE OF HOW TO
WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?
CREATE A $37 BULLET
POINTED OTO
You may be wondering what’s next?
What’s YOUR next step?

This one comes from Ted McGrath
who is a great model.

1. K
 .I.S.S. – Keep It Simple and
Actionable

Here’s the model:

W
 hat you want to do is keep it
simple and actionable. Your first
product won’t be your last. Nor will
it be a work of out.

http://m2m.tedmcgrathbrands.com/
thank-you-offer-37
It’s a hybrid OTO page with a video at
the top, modules, some bullet points
and a mixture of graphics tossed in.

D
 one is beautiful.
G
 et I done. Out and sold. SOME
sales trump NO sales.

He sells tons of these for $37 as the
OTO 1 off many of his Facebook ads
opt-in pages.

Y
 ou can’t multipley 0’s.

It’s a massively tested and proven
sales page.

2. Confront the action taking
C
 onfronting action-taking isn’t
easy. It can be frustrating,
difficult and challenging at times.
You have to learn to problem solve.
And sometimes you have to dig
deep within to find the discipline
to get things done.

It has a video, a few more testimonials and less bullet points. To me, it
could be a lot better.
But I wanted to show it to you as it IS
the same basic model and very successful.
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 his is mostly because you don’t
T
have PROOF yet that it works. So
you have problems believing it
yourself.

7. O
 ther ways to get your product
DONE
There is NO one right way.
I ’ve shown in videos and dispatches how I used Mindjet Mindmaps
to do products.

 nce you SEE results, you get
O
more motivated.
3. Celebrate Small Wins

I showed how Alex Jeffreys would
record a Mindmap in 90 minutes and cut each “branch” of the
mindmap into a separate video, so
it had 7 or 10 videos on the page.

 ick smaller victories and wins and
P
celebrate. Celebrate progress.
4. Set Weekly Goals
I t’s so easy to go through a week
and get NOTHING done.

I did this with my “Hands Free”
product.

5. Keep Moving

It works gangbusters.

I f you get stuck, ask for help in the
group or find another way to approach it.

 ut you need to know enough
B
about your topic to be able to talk
your way through the mindmap.

6. R
 ealize you’ve already dug a lot of
the “hard ground”

 ou can also interview experts
Y
using the method in the Interview
The Experts PDF which I believe is
in files in the FB group.

 y learning to write bullet points,
B
headlines and structure offers and
sales pages, you’ve done a LOT of
the “hard work.”

I have taught you the SECRETS
method because it trains you to
write bullet points.

 nce you learn to write bullet
O
points, it’s pretty fast to do them.
It’s simply a matter of practice and
getting the hang of it.

 ou use those in bigger ticket sales
Y
pages and letters.
You use them in Facebook ads.

 hen you become free to look for
T
HOOKS and things that could really build VALUE for the end buyers.

You use them in emails.
They are the Swiss Army Knife.

 an you see how the SAME bullet
C
points you write to sell a $10 product can be used in selling a $37,
$65 or $100 product?
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WHAT PROGRESS HAVE YOU
MADE SINCE JOINING FAST
TRACK?

then you can offer them a $ split to
mail it to their list.
If you haven’t made buds and friends
yet with people who have lists, there’s
no time like today.

You’ve likely made a lot more progress than maybe you THINK you’ve
made!

How to Win Friends and Influence
People by Dale Carnegie works just
as well to day as it did 50 years ago as
its human nature we’re dealing with
here.

You know how to research and write
bullet points.

Are You Sticking With Your Chapter 5
Of Consistency?

You should be pretty darned familiar
with my attractsalesnow.com/template sales page.

Sticking with Chapter 5 of Consistency isn’t easy.

You’ve now seen HOW you SCALE
this method up to sell $37, $65 and
$976 products.

If you start programming your brain
to see and feel your goals, you’ll accelerate your progress.

Here’s what I want you to SEE.

But it’s a fact.

If you’ve DONE THE WORK and outI Hope You Got This
worked the work, if you’ve DONE
your work to dig and write HOT bullet I hope you got this take away.
points, you can FEEL and see your
The reason we’re in business and can
progress.
always be in business is people will
ALWAYS want the RESULT not the
If you haven’t done the work, then
work.
now is the time. Today is the day.
There’s no day better to start than
So if you can do their thinking for
today.
them, their research for them, their
work for them in varying degrees,
If you HAVE done the work, you can
you will ALWAYS have a market.
see how it’s relatively smooth sailing
to bigger tickets.
But you have to partner that WITH
learning how to SELL or get people to
I’ve even shown you how you can
GET PAID IN ADVANCE by creating a buy, two sides of the same coin.
sales page like the Overwhelm Cure
That is largely the art of BUILDING
and PRESELLING a training.
VALUE and creating URGENCY.
If you don’t have a list but have outOur bonuses and a deadline create
worked the work and made some
urgency.
friends and buds who have LISTS,
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We create value with benefit and
bullet points. As I mentioned, Action
Grid was absolutely loaded with bullet points in addition to the “done for
you” elements.
Bullet points work because they
arouse curiosity, a very potent human
motivator.
Interestingly enough, you can also
sell ONLY by pushing benefits or outcomes. As I’ve explained, that is how
big tickets are sold.
People will ALWAYS want the sizzle
more than the steak.
You have the ability RIGHT NOW today to create OFFERS that people are
willing to give you MONEY for.
If you can get people a RESULT without THEM having to do the work,
they’ll pay you for it.
Now the more meaningful and valuable that result is to them, the more
they’ll pay.
Fast results.
Big results.
Easy results.
Those are the things people want
and will pay for.
Now, depending on your niche and
market, creativity is required to figure
out how that applies to what YOUR
offer is. Obviously, you have to do
that in moral, legal and ethical ways.
Best wishes,
Marlon
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The Road Not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim
Because it was grassy and wanted wear,
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I marked the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
Robert Frost
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